The Enthusiasm of Citizens to Get Involved in Bersih Desa Tradition

Abstract— Tradition is something that is done continuously in the same form. Every region in Indonesia has a different tradition. One is the Bersih Desa Tradition that embodies a sense of gratitude for the blessings given by God for the bountiful harvest at the local villagers. Glanggang Village Society is one of the people who inherited the Bersih Desa Tradition. The tradition that routinely held once a year to make people enthusiastic Glanggang village to enliven and preserve it. The purpose of this article to describe the shape of the enthusiasm of the villagers Glanggang in the implementation of Bersih Desa Tradition. The method used is qualitative. Data obtained through interviews. The data analysis using interactive analysis. Results showed that the public’s enthusiasm was high as seen from some form of a given society that contributes money, human resources and time, the contribution of consumption, as well as the presence of the public.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tradition is something that is done continuously in the same form. Something handed down from the past to the present and from the old generation to the new generation of so-called tradition [1]. More specifically, a tradition carried out by the community can be seen from the form of the tradition itself. The culture that has at least three states, namely as a complex of ideas, as a complex activity, and as a result of social work [2]. A form of culture as an intricate pattern of human activity is a tradition.

Every region in Indonesia has a different tradition, as noted [3]. Indonesia is an archipelago with the diversity of art and vibrant culture. One of the traditions that exist in Indonesia is the tradition of the Bersih Desa. Bersih Desa tradition is a manifestation of gratitude for favors given by God for the bountiful harvest at the local villagers. The Bersih Desa tradition carried village the villagers to ask for salvation to God [4].

Glanggang village community, District of Pakisaji is one of the people who inherited the Bersih Desa tradition. Glanggang village community always carries out the tradition once a year exactly after the padi harvest. Villagers carry out once a year after the harvest season [5]. The tradition conducted annually by involving the whole community concerned [6].

Tradition always routinely implemented, making the Glanggang village communities are very enthusiastic enliven and preserve ceremony. In the tradition into a community resource share is a form of togetherness and desire to preserve tradition [7]. Therefore, people express enthusiasm in various forms, including participation. Community participation in organizing the net traditions of the village there are three kinds [8]. The first is shaped material, the second form of participation in the physical form of power, and the third form of participation is mental and emotional involvement, demonstrated community to participate without coercion. The existence of the village community's enthusiasm for implementing Bersih Desa Glanggang this charming village to study. The research will focus on knowing the form of the enthusiasm of the villagers in implementing Bersih Desa tradition.

II. METHOD

A qualitative approach was used to describe the shape of the enthusiasm of the villagers Glanggang involved in the activities of the Bersih Desa. Determination of the subject based on his involvement in a previous activity. Data were collected by in-depth interview technique that aims to know about the enthusiasm of the villagers Glanggang in the implementation of Bersih Desa tradition [9]. Data were analyzed using the interactive analysis technique that consists of four stages, data collecting, presenting, reduction, and verification [10].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The enthusiasm of the villagers Glanggang in organizing the Bersih Desa tradition manifested itself in various ways. The shape of the enthusiasm shown that people can be donations of material and non-material. The donations are given voluntarily without coercion and sanctions from anyone. The attitude of the public showed their enthusiasm.

Public enthusiasm in Glanggang form donations of money. Donations of money are used to clean the smooth running tradition of the village. The nominal net contribution to the implementation of the village is not determined the amount, and there is no compulsion to pay. However, residents with a willingness and awareness always donate money to do the tradition. Participation in the form of money is a form of enthusiasm to expedite the efforts that are used to process attainment needs. Participation money is a form of participation to expedite efforts for the achievement of society [11]. Dues money from the people is what will be used by the committee in the implementation of tradition as supporters of the event hire equipment.
In addition to financial donations, the contribution of labor has also become one of the public’s enthusiasm for the implementation of the tradition. On the implementation of Bersih Desa, community cooperation to work together in making statue symbolizing evil (Jolen) (Fig 1) being one example of the contribution of labor. People who work also took time after work to help with the process. The community realized that the energy needed for the implementation that they took the time.

![Making Jolen](image1.png)

**Fig 1. Making Jolen**

Enthusiasm shape in the form of human resources and time are intended to ease the burden together. Enthusiasm in the form of power can see from the participation of citizens in voluntary work including cleaning the environment, cleaning the cemetery of the village, and the tomb of a village elder (Punden). Also, the public's enthusiasm demonstrates with mutual assistance in the manufacture of Jolen. Cooperation on Bersih Desa tradition to strengthen ties between communities [12]. People are also willing to sacrifice the time to do everything for smooth Bersih Desa and attend. Contribution of labor in the implementation of the indispensable traditions [13]. That is because as a collective, mutual help activities and social work will be able to create a job will be lighter and quickly resolved [14].

Moreover, enthusiasm also manifested in the form of donations consumption. This enthusiasm can call with a donation of property which is usually indicated by providing consumption and cigarette. Donations from village communities to Bersih Desa activity can be goods or consumption [7]; [15]. The enthusiasm in kind usually has been recognized by the public without their orders. Besides enthusiasm also can take the form of public attendance to witness the Bersih Desa tradition.

**Fig 2. Procession of Jolen**

Enthusiasm is high in Glanggang village communities in the implementation of the Bersih Desa. They filled the village streets to witness the Bersih Desa. The enthusiasm of the people who enliven the Bersih Desa tradition by attending a series of events for their desire to get a blessing [16]; [17], Blessing is expected by society because they crave abundant harvests and away from pests.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The enthusiasm of the community in the implementation of Bersih Desa tradition is quite high. The high enthusiasm of people can see from some form of a given society. The first form is a financial contribution. This form is to facilitate the efforts for the achievement of the community. The second form is the energy and time that is meant to relieve the burden together. Contribution of labor and time can make a job will be lighter and quickly resolved. The third form is in the form of donations consumption. The enthusiasm in this form usually has been recognized by the public without their orders. Besides enthusiasm also can take the form of public attendance to witness the Bersih Desa tradition.
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